Cube Cross Hybrid ONE 500 Allroad
iridium´n´blue 2019
Product price:

1 899,00 € tax
included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 58cm, 54cm, 62cm, Trapeze 46 cm,
Trapeze 50 cm, Trapeze 54 cm, 50cm
Antrieb: Bosch
Frame: Trekking & Urban

Product description:
Cube Cross Hybrid ONE 500 Allroad iridium´n´blue 2019

One bike, many reasons: the Cross Hybrid ONE Allroad is the Bosch e-bike that'll slot right into your
life. Fully equipped with mudguards, an AXA and Busch & Müller lighting system that runs off the
Bosch battery and a kickstand, it's ready to go. Schwalbe's Smart Sam tyres have the grip to cope
with pretty much any surface, while the Suntour suspension fork smooths out the rough edges and
the powerful Shimano MT200 hydraulic disc brakes serve up plenty of all-weather stopping power.
The reliable and powerful Bosch drive unit and integrated battery are stars of the show, of course,
feeding both your and the motor's power to the rear wheel via Shimano's slick gears. And, with a
trapeze frame option and a wide range of sizes, we've got every rider covered. From city street to
country lane, it's the ideal companion.
So neatly integrated is Bosch's motor and battery, many people won't even realise you're riding an
e-bike. The clean looks are the result of our engineering team's long experience of working with and designing arround - the superb Bosch system. We've incorporated features like double butted
aluminium superlite tubes and a tapered head tube, for extra strength without extra weight. The
fully integrated battery and motor are protected from the elements, and you don't even need to
remove the battery from the frame in order to charge it. We've kept the Cross Hybrid ONE Allroad's
centre of gravity deliberately low to provide easy, reassuring handling. Like all our bikes, this one
has passed our rigorous in-house testing. We don't just check that it meets compulsory safety
standards - we go further than that, to ensure that it has the strength and durability to provide
many years of trouble-free service.
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frame Aluminium Superlite, Comfort, Full Integrated Battery, Double Butted
colour iridium´n´blue
size Men: 50, 54, 58, 62; Trapeze: 46, 50, 54
fork SR Suntour NEX-E25, 63mm
headset FSA Orbit 1.5B ZS-1-R, Top Zero-Stack 1 1/8" (OD 44mm), Bottom Zero-Stack 1
1/2" (OD 56mm)
stem CUBE Performance Stem Pro, 31.8mm
handlebar CUBE Rise Trail Bar, 680mm
grips CUBE Performance Grip
rear derailleur Shimano RD-M4000-SGS, 9-Speed
shifters Shimano SL-M2000, Rapidfire-Plus
brake system Shimano BR-MT200, Hydr. Disc Brake (180/160)
crankset FSA Metropolis Comfort, 38T, 165mm
cassette Shimano CS-HG200, 11-34T
chain KMC X9
rims CUBE ZX20, 36H, Disc
front hub Shimano HB-TX505, QR, Centerlock
rear hub Shimano FH-TX505, QR, Centerlock
tyres Schwalbe Smart Sam, Active, 44x622
pedals CUBE PP MTB
saddle CUBE Active 1.1
seat post CUBE Performance Post, 27.2mm
seatclamp CUBE Varioclose, 31.8mm
front light AXA Compactline 20, 6-12V, DC
rear light Busch&Müller Xeltec, DC
kickstand CUBEstand Cmpt
mudguards SKS Black Matt, Integrated Light
bell Mini Bell
drive unit Bosch Drive Unit Active Plus (50Nm) Cruise (250Watt)
battery Bosch PowerPack 500
charger Bosch 2A
display Bosch Purion
extras 400Wh Option
weight 21,7 kg
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